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Rarebooksclub.com, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 246 x 189 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This historic book may have
numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original
book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1870 Excerpt: .dividend, as
preferable to scrip. The handsome new cotton mill of J. P. Bruner Sons was almost totally
destroyed by fire on the morning of the 17th, involving a heavy loss, covered by insurance of
$275,000, impartially distributed among thirty-two companies. Strangely enough, the sheriff s grip
on the property had only been released the day prior, through a bond of fire indemnity. The
Enterprise Fire, during the past year, exemplified its name very satisfacfactorily by adding
considerable to its permanent invested assets, paying two dividends of four per cent, each, and
coming out of the fire year of 1869 comparatively unscathed. The usual annual crop of new
insurance companies have pressed their claims upon the legislature, the Guarantee and Adelphi
among the number. 10 shares Enterprise, $46.50 advance; 11 shares Jefferson, $39, latest sales.
Tyuo. Fires for the Week The Secretary of Whipple s Insurance...
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I actually began reading this article book. It is actually filled with wisdom and knowledge I realized this pdf from my i and dad recommended this
publication to learn.
-- Rhea  Toy-- Rhea  Toy

Absolutely essential go through pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Your way of life period will be convert the instant
you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- K evin Q uig ley-- K evin Q uig ley
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